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As a federation, we’ve worked with both practices and PCNs to
understand their growing communications needs. Together, we identified
communications as an area that requires not just investment in training
and resources but also ongoing support.

In consultation with our members, we’ve designed a flexible suite of
support that aims to reduce the burden on practices by helping them to
address their communications objectives and concerns.

Our team of communications professionals work in partnership with you
to understand the challenges you face and build a bespoke practical
strategy for you to follow. So, whether you have the inhouse resources
and just need to enhance the digital literacy of your workforce, or you
need a service that takes a proactive role in managing your channels –
we can create a cost-effective package that meets your needs.

Together we create an inclusive and accessible plan that acknowledges
the fast-moving world of digital technology while also acknowledging your
less digital-savvy audiences who may have limited online access.

Designed for Primary Care



Audience engagement
Brand identity development – understanding how to work with NHS
Brand Guidelines
Campaign development
Crisis communications
Digital Literacy
Event management
Google Business page and reviews management
Internal Communications
Media training
Microsoft Sharepoint development and working on shared
documentation
Microsoft Teams training
Newsletter creation and management
Online form creation
Patient engagement strategies
Patient information – all formats
Photography and image usage
PPG development
Presentation training and development
Press engagement and support – local, regional and national
Public Health information
Reporting and analytics
Social Media creation / management including de-activating inactive
pages
Surveys
Training
Video creation
Webinars
Website development – PCN and Practices

A range of services



DISCOVER  
Our Communications Team will introduce the support
package and guide you through our approach. In this
session, you will discuss your current communication
challenges, pain-points and main areas for development.
Together, we will agree our priority areas and a plan of
action.

DESIGN AND BUILD
Our team will develop all elements required for your agreed
approach and build suitable infrastructure and materials for
our chosen route. 

GO LIVE 
Whether we're supporting your team to deliver campaigns
or we're offering you a full managed service - we'll ensure
that our launch plan is communicated internally and starts
at a suitable pace. 

MANAGE
We'll proactively manage the activity with 1:1 support from
a dedicated team member.
 

REVIEW

We'll track activity and monitor effectiveness togther - using
this information to detemine next steps. 
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BUT DON'T
JUST TAKE
OUR WORD
FOR IT...



As the team behind one of the first vaccination buses in the country,

Leacroft were extremely innovative during lockdown. They wanted to

ensure that patients had access to information in as many formats as

possible and used a difficult period to modernise and re-energise the

team, instilling a renewed sense of pride in their collective achievements. 

We supported their Practice Manager through a website upgrade,

transition to Microsoft Teams, monthly newsletters for staff and patients

and monthly infographics. With a new logo, the team refreshed the

surgery with new signage and patient information displays and started

proactively communicating with patients via social media. 



Creation of patient-accessible communications

Increased visibility resulted in
national recognition

Addressed online
presence and reviews 

Local and regional media coverage 



Central and West Warrington PCN wanted to create a brand

identity and explore effective channels for patient

communication. We developed a PCN brand identity to establish

a confident tone of voice and address the way its six practices

are represented publicly. 

We worked with the team to create a staff and patient

newsletter, develop their website content and improved their

social media presence. Following a mention at the PM briefing,

we were able to provide media briefing support, resulting in a

national piece in the Guardian.



Increased visibility resulted in National
recognition and media coverage

As channels have improved,
so too has patient
engagement

Broader recognition has helped
to raise the PCN's profile

A new website in development

Reviews are improving

Community engagement

Partner engagement



Haywards Heath Villages PCN wanted to explore how it could

better support the communications needs of its practices,

while also helping patients to understand who they are and

how the practices are working together to deliver shared

services. We supported the Clinical Lead to develop a

communications strategy which included a focus on internal

communications, Microsoft Teams training, PCN-wide

newsletters, social media and patient information creation.

We're currently working on the PCN website and a review of

all practice websites with the aim of updating by the end of

the year. 



National recognition and media coverage
particularly in relation to its extensive
work on the Vaccination Programme 

Increased visibility has resulted
in greater public engagement 

Patient engagement and public health
messaging

Celebrating our shared 
successes



The Saxonbrook team were catapulted into the limelight

following their work on the vaccination programme - being the

first ABC site to go live, build a dedicated vaccination site and

run the first 24-hour clinic in the South East. We worked with the

GP Partner to refresh and modernise the building as part of a

broader culture change project that has addressed internal

communications, community engagement and reputation

management. We worked with the patient services team to

upgrade the practice website and introduce dashboard reporting

and analytics.  



National recognition and 
media coverage 

Increased professional profile 

Community recognition

Improved reviews and 
online presence

Transparency with our colleagues
and patients



The Brow had a good level of patient satisfaction but not in a visible form that
was easily shareable or represented online. With so much good news to share
with the wider community, they wanted to open up their communication
channels and increase their online visibility. 

As part of this project we worked with the GP Partner and Practice Manager to
modernise the practice look and feel with a new logo and signage and
transformed the website to make it compliant with accessibility requirements. 
 With our help, the team ultimately made it easier for patients to find the
information they need, avoiding unnecessary queries to the practice.

They are now working towards improving their online processes.



New practice logo and
refreshed surgery signage

Increased patient updates -
accessible online

Practice website transformation 

Before

An out of date website, with limited
information, poor navigation and failing
basic accessibility criteria.

After

A significant upgrade with existing
providers, new website no compliant
against basic accessibility requirements
and easy to navigate.

The team will start using website analytics
to understand usage and will inform future
development



COCO PCN wanted to increase their visibility within their practices and take a
proactive approach to communicating consistently with colleagues, patients
and their wider community. With the media narrative especially negative, they
wanted to share their incredible work and good news stories and improve
morale across the PCN. We worked with the PCN Leadership Team to create
a brand identity for the PCN, which included a logo to badge information
consistently between the practices and a website refresh. We also supported
the team at events, creating information pieces that showcased their team and
the support and opportunities available. 

The team have allocated a lead for PCN-wide communications activity and are
now working towards broadening their communications strategy by introducing
social media. 



A new PCN logo, featuring
the practices working
together 

Developing materials to raise
awareness of PCN services

Social media channels designed to
share public health information

Increased community engagement 

Website update

Getting more from the existing
arrangement with the website provider -
now includes improved navigation and
regular analytics to understand website
usage.



Working with ABC has really helped to transform how we
think about approaching communication with patients
and other stakeholders. The work helped us plan and
develop how we present ourselves, how we wished to be
perceived and what we wanted people to know.

The guidance on how to safely and effectively use social
media has helped us to become visible within our
community and professionally among our peers.

We needed the support to develop a confident brand
identity and tone of voice - this has been very successful
and has led us to a greater understanding of who we are
and why we exist. We've found that having a visible
professional profile means that people take you seriously
and want to work with you.

PCN Clinical Director



We knew that we wanted to start communicating more
effectively with each other and our patients, but we
simply didn't know where to start. We were daunted and
worried that we would be opening the floodgates in a way
that we weren't able to handle - but this wasn't the case. 

The ability to communicate with patients en-masse, share
public health information in different formats and
showcase best practice within our PCN has been
invaluable and we're starting to see great traction and
levels of engagement. With a bit of support, we were able
to try different communication channels including social
media at a pace that was managable to us. 

It's crucial that we counteract the negative narrative in
the news - so it's great to reinforce the message that we
are open for our patients and we continue to be so. 

PCN Leadership Team 



When our practice signed up to the ABC Communications
Support package, I was working as part of the Patient
Services Team. I could see from the general enquiries we
received on a daily basis that some of our information really
should be easier to find, so I was delighted when we invested
time in setting up these channels and started to proactively
communicate via them. 

With support, I was able to manage our social media,
develop patient and staff newsletters, run Microsoft Teams
training for our staff and lead on PPG engagement. It's made
my role so much more interesting and I can see the
difference it's making.  
Practice Staff Member



BOOKING INFORMATION 

To discuss our Communications Support Package, contact our
Head of Communications Jasmine Plowright for a free
consultation. 

jasmine.plowright@nhs.net
allianceforbettercare.org/communicationssupport


